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Comments of the California Center for Sustainable Energy on
Senate Bill 1 Eligibility Requirements Staff Report
On August 22,2007, the California Energy Commission's (CEC's)Renewables
Committee conducted a workshop to receive comments on the Energy Commission Staff
Report Eligibility Criteria and Conditionsfor Incentives for Solar Energy Systems Senate Bill 1
(Staff Report). The CaliforniaCenter for SustainableEnergy (CCSE), formerly known as
the San Diego Regional Energy Office (SDREO), appreciates the diligent work of CEC
Staff and the creative ideas presented in the Staff Report. CCSE is pleased to provide
post-workshop Comments on Senate Bill 1 Eligibility Requirements StafiReport pertaining to
the followingissues:
Energy Efficiency Requirements
Expected Performance-BasedIncentives (EPBI)and Time Dependent
Valuation (TDV)
Shading

Energy Efficiency Requirements
CCSE fully embraces the energy efficiency goals of SB 1and the state's approved
preferred loading order for the procurement of energy infrastructure in the state. Both
are excellent principles to promote long-term sustainable energy. We also believe that
the CEC's stated intent to pursue the zero energy home concept is extremelyexciting.
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At the same time, the state has set ambitious goals for reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions that require aggressive planning and execution on multiple fronts; CCSE
believes that all options that can help achieve these goals must be on the table at once,
and implemented in parallel. As a CSI PA, CCSE is concerned that imposing relatively
stringent energy efficiency requirements a s a prerequisite to participation in solar
incentive programs may hamper the rapid deployment of solar. At the same time, as an
implementer of utility energy efficiency programs and promoter of clean energy
solutions more generally, we understand that a wide variety of programs, approaches
and incentives are available to promote energy effiaency among the utilities' various
customer segments.
Program
Audiences and Behavior
In principle, we agree that most rational, engineering-economic approaches
would indicate that energy efficiency be exploited as a matter of course, prior to
installing solar. We would make three points here. First, energy effiaency and
renewables, including solar, are different product areas with distinct attributes that
motivate the adoption decision in unique and independent ways, and will thus appeal
to different audiences. These audiences may show sigmficant overlap, but it is by no
means a given that anyone interested in acquiring solar will be an easy sell for energy
efficiency within the same timeframe or project context. Even quite rational business
decision makers may choose with good reason to sequence projects in some way other
than that proposed for participation in the CSI. Second, some market sectorsparticularly significant portions of the residential-do not necessarily operate under a
rational approack A suite of tactics is necessary to enable the adoption decision, and
while one of these tactics may well be to package efficiency upgrades with solar
installation, there are many others. Third, the public goods attributes of energy
efficiency exist independent of whether measures are installed in a residence that is also
a candidate for solar power.
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